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Planning for a Goa holiday? You will definitely get a pleasant experience at this tiny heaven.
However, itâ€™s always advised to gain useful information about the destination before moving ahead
for holidaying there. This article provides some valuable info about Goa holiday to help you planning
Goa trip perfectly.

Goa is tiny state at the Western coast of India. Endowed with scintillating natural beauty, exciting
sports & adventures and rich cultural heritages, this beautiful territory is a favorite site for
vacationers from across the world. Scenic beaches in Goa render magical charm being the perfect
fusion of sea, sand and surf, while ancient temples & churches along with mesmerizing carnivals
depict stateâ€™s wealthy colonial past and rich cultural heritages. Tangling with exotic water sports and
other adventures in Goa also gives a sheer pleasure to its visitors.

When youâ€™re in Goa, you have a plenty of tourism attractions to discover. You can spend the day at
one of many Goa beaches, 39 in exact, and enjoy beautiful scenery and exciting water activities.
Festive atmosphere at these beaches is also delightful to explore. Head to Old Goa or the capital
city Panaji if you want to discover Goa with its colonial past. Magnificent temples & churches,
strategically built forts and many colonial buildings are impressively beautiful and represent Goaâ€™s
grand historicity and architectural brilliance. Goa is a paradise for foodies, as a range of dining
avenues here caters every taste and budget. From delicious local cuisines to branded international
dishes and a variety of fresh sea foods, Goa restaurants have it all. You can shop till you drop at
vibrant Goa markets, which offer a quality range of goods at attractive prices.

Being a premium tourist destination, Goa has been thronged by millions of backpackers annually.
The state is well connected to the rest of India with all three modes of transportation. You can get in
Goa by flights with many airlines provide services from major airports in the country like in Delhi and
Mumbai. With direct trains from major cities in India, Goa can be traveled using Indian railway
network too. You would find Goa well connected by roads to the neighboring states such as
Maharashtra and Karnataka. To get around the state while being on holiday, you can either use
Goaâ€™s excellent bus network or can hire a rental car or motor bike.

Climate in Goa is warm and humid during most of the year. Monsoon begins in early June and ends
in late September. From October to March, the state features cool climate, which is the peak tourist
season in Goa. During these months, tour facilities like accommodation and car rentals become
expensive. So itâ€™s better to reserve a facility well ahead if you plan Goa holiday in this season.
Konkani is the state language in Goa, though you can find a number of people speaking English,
Hindi, Marathi and Portuguese. Like all other Indian states, the currency in Goa is Indian Rupee.

Nudity is highly prohibited in Goa, though a few foreigners can be seen wearing just unmentionables
at Goa beaches. Considering local traditions and cultures, tourists are expected to wear
sophisticated dress while visiting Goaâ€™s religious destinations and public places. With a suitable Goa
holiday package, you can ensure a delightful journey to this scenic heaven.
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Archi Mehra - About Author:
Writer of this article is associated with Hungry Bags, a leading tour operator that provides the
tourists with best a Goa holiday packages and deals for a Goa hotels at highly discounted rates, to
ensure them a pleasant holiday at a Goa beaches.
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